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observation with his own eyes will impress a simple in- The Fa stest Boat In the World. 

cident like this upon his memory far more powerfully The application of twin screws to torpedo boats is 
than a hundred descriptions as seen by other eyes. practically a new departure, for although twin screws 

The conjunction of Saturn and Delta Geminorum have been suggested and even used in fast launches 
proves by actual demonstration that the planets were capable of carrying a spar torpedo, they have never 
rightly named "wanderers," for the¥ are always on been adopted or even tried on a large scale in torpedo 
the move. The observation of this conjunction is boats of the first class. The more interest therefore 
easily made. Planet and star may be followed in their attaches to the trial trip made recently of a twin 
course every clear evening for a month to come. The screw torpedo boat, one of two built for the Italian 
qnaided eye may behold the scene ; a marine glass will government by Messrs. Yarrow & Co., of Poplar. This 
greatly aid in the observation; and a good telescope boat has the following dimensions: Length on water 
will reveal a spectacle of surpassing b/ilauty. Forwith- line, 140 ft.; beam, extreme, 14 ft.; draft, 5 ft. 4 in.; 
in' its field of vision, the wonder of the system will be displacement, 100 tons. Steam is supplied by two 
seen, encircled by his gll)wing rings, the picture in- locomotive boilers, one forward and one abaft the en
eluding several of the Saturnian satellites, while the gine room, Either boiler can supply either engine or 
far away star, Delta Geminorum, will shine, previous both. The screws are dri ven by two pairs of compound 
to the 25th, on the east, and, after the 25th, 'on the engines, indicating over 1,400 horse power combined. 
west of the planet. Condensing water is supplied by centrifugal pumping 

THE NUMBER OF STARS IN OUR UNIVERSE. engines, arranged to pump out of any compartment in 
M, Hermite, a French astronomer, has made some case of leakage, while ejectors and hand pumps are 

curious mathematical observations concerning the fitted to each of the main compartments. This boat is 
number of the stars. According to his computations, fitted with no less than ten water-tight bulkheads, and 
the total number of stars visible to the naked eye of an Yarrow's patent water-tight ashpan arrangement to 

both boilers, by which the fire is prevented being put observer of average visual power does not exceed 6,000. 
out in case of water entedng the stokeholes, and the The northern hemisphere contains 2,478, and the south- boat can run 50 or 60 knots after the stokehole is ern hemisphere contains 3,307 stars. In order to see flooded, an advantage the importance of which can-this number of stars, the night must be moonless, the not be overestimated. Double steam steering gear is sky cloudless, and the atmosphere pure. Here the fltted to work either rudder quite independently of power of the unaided eye stops. An opera glass will the other. bring out 20,000; a small telescope will bring out at The armament consists of two bow tubes and two at least 150,000; and the most powerful telescopes that a very small angle with each other on a turntable aft have been constructed will shq,w more than 100,000,000 

stars, 
' for side discharge simultaneously, to insure at least 

one torpedo hitting. She also carries two quick firing 
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fully solarized, then removed it to the dark room, and 
placed it in contact with another tablet, under' pres
sure. It was impossible to discover any communication 
of phosphorescence by cOlJtact, and if any occurs it is in
significant. I also observed that prints and camera 
impressions on my tablets appear perfectly sharp to 
the eye, and found that they could be reproduced 
sharply by photographing in the camera. I therefore 
conclude that it is possible to make sharp camera pho
tographs by the aid of the phosphorescent tablet, but 
that the method has no value, because it is always 
easier and better to make photographs in the usual 
way. 

It has been suggested that the tablet might offer 
some advantage in the reproduction of colored objects. 
It is true that the color sensitiveness is not the same as 
that of silver bromide, but the difference has been 
found to be altogether in favor of the silver bromide. 

The second known fact that I mentioned is that 
heat releases (exhausts) phosphorescence, It does not 
appear to have occurred to any one that this might be 
made a means of producing camera pictures by the ac
tion of the heat, until I discovered that the obscure 
heat rays of the lime light spectrum produced a strong 
impression on a solarized phosphorescent tablet. I 
succeeded in producing heat pictures of objects under 
certain conditions, which are described in a commufli
cation to the Franklin Institute and published in the 
Institute journal for this month. 

Mr. Ives showed on the screen several photographs, 
among which was one showing some buildings, made 
by the use of a phosphorescent tablet in the camera, 
and another in which ,a metallic object had been 
photographed by the action of reflected heat rays on 
the tablet in the camera. It is well known that in order to compare stars with Nordenfelt guns. Cabins are fitted for the crew foreach other, they are divided into classes or magnitudes ward, petty officers right aft, and a saloon, lavatories, according to their apparent brightness. There are 20 

stars of the first magnitude. In passing from one etc., are provided for officers further amidships. Lecture on the Pneumatic Dynamite Gun. 

The trial trip took place in the Lower Hope, below A th b b' d b L' t Ed order of magnitude to the succeeding, it is found that paper on e a ove su Ject was rea y leu, -
Gravesend. The weather was very rough, the number d L Z l' k' b f th M' ·l·t S ' I t·t t the number of stars follow the law of an increasing mun . a ms 1 e ore e I I ary ervlce ns I u e, 
of people on board thirty-three, equipment complete, . th f th A M G ' • geometrical progression, 9f w4ich, tQe first term is m e upper room 0 e rmy useum on overnor s 

19 and the ratio' 3. There' are therefore 57 stars of and load carried 12 tons. Island. The meeting was called to order by Major-
the second magllitude, 171 stars of the third magni- General Schofield. Quite a distinguishea audience was 
tude, and so 0, n. When the fourteenth magnitude is Steam Iv Revolu- S d i M Second present, including General Abbot, Lorettus Metcalfe, of 

pressure. acuum. tions, pee . ean. mean. 
reached, the number of stars has increased to over the Forum, and other military and civil notabilities. 
30,000,000. The number of stars really observed -cor- --- ---

-k-no-tB-, - --k-no-tB-, - knots. The points treated of by the lecturer were in the main 
responds nearly with those found by calculation. 1 [135 Zl 365 22 641 } the same that have been already presented in our col-

2 W Zl _ .'m M'. } 
M. Hermite elaborates another law, which is that 3 128 26).2 365 22'3flO M'816 24'886 umns.* The benefit of the high trajectory was well 

tlw total luminous intensity of the different orders of � � �� �g �n: �n� �:;: brought out. For use on ships this was shown to be 
magnitude of the stars follows also an increasing geo- 6 132 Zl 364 Zl'692 25'026 25'026 an actual benefit, as the range of shot would be less af-
metrical progression, of which the first term is 19 and Means - lOO'-2�1 L-, -366---1---_--!,---_'--, 24'964 fected by the motions of the vessel in g!'neral propor-

3 , tion to the height of the trajectory. The practicability 
tlie ratio is --. - Thusit takes tl0 stars of .. the' sIxth in an emergency of arming ferryboats with,these guns 

2'56 This is practically a speed of 25 knots or 28 lniles per was touched upon. 
magnitude to equal one of the first, and no less than hour. This is the greatest speed ever attained throu gh Lieut. Zalinski, in concluding, recited the names of 
202,314 stars of the fourteenth magnitude to equal one the water by any ship 01' boat, and is a wonderfu I per- those who had been instrumental in perfecting the 
of the first formance. We shall have more to say concerning this weapon clal'ml'ng as hI'S t' th t fit ' . , porIOn e sys em 0 e ec rIc 

M , Herlnite concludes that the light emitted by all Italian torpedo boat. Meanwhile we may point out firing. A discussion followed, and the proceedings 
the stars upon the whole surface of the globe is equal that our own government would use only a necessary closed with a short address of commendation and ap
to one-tenth of the light of the full moon. According precaution if they took care to provide this country preciation from General Schofield, after which an ad
to Sir William Herschel, the light of the full moon is with an adequate number of similar boats.-The journment was taken. Sectional drawings of the new 
equal to that of 27,408 stars of the first magnitude. Engineer. dynamite cruiser, an 8 inch shell, and the wet and dry 
The light of all the stars is therefore equal to 2740 8 • , • I • batteries, and safety cut-offs, were exhibited. 
stars of the first magnitude. Using these data in car- Phospherescent Photography. .. , " I • 
rying out the law, the astounding result is reached At a recent meeting of the Photographic Society of 

I A b , .  , s estos Paper. that the sum of all the stars down to the twentieth PhIladelphIa, Mr. FrederIck E. Ives made a short ad- . . , . 
and a half magnitude is 66 millions of millions! dress on the subject of "Photographing by the Aid of Mr. LadeWIg has deVIsed a process of manufacturmg 

.... I • the Phosphorescent Tablet." He said : . fro� asbestos fiber a pulp and a paper that. resist the 
TRI, DESIG}lS FOR U. S. WAR VESSELS. - ,  __ • , .. P.hntQ.O'r"n1-.n 1-.y;'1-. aida! the phosphorescent tab- actIOn of fire and water, that absorb no mOIsture, and 

,... .. ...,UJ... .N -,,"!l . , ' th f f h' h (th 1 ) b d tuff On Aprl! 1 there were opened in the office of the let is not a new discovery, having been known sinlle . e ormer 0 w . I? e pU,P may e use as a s -
Secretary of the Navy the plMs sublnitted by various 1880. It is ,not even a practically useful method, and is mg and for the Jomts of engmes.. , 

" 

engineers and constructors for an armored cruiser and interesting only from a scientific point, of view. Mr The process of manufacture c�nsIsts m mIXmg about 
for a line of battle ship. The Navy department had own experiments with the method having resulted in 25 per cent of asbestos fiber WIth abo?t from �5 to .35 

for a long period advertised for these plans, offering to the discovery of certain facts not previously known, I per c�nt o� powder�d sulphate of alumI.na. ThIS �IX
pa.y $15,000 each for such as they might select. '1'his have been persuaded to show the results, and make tur� IS mOIstene� wIth,an aqueous �olutIOn of chlorIde 
liberal offer secured a competition from foreigners as some remarks concerning them of zmc. The mIXture IS washed WIth water, and then 
well as Americans. The fQJ.lowing companies and in- The facts already n kno�n are that Balm . 's treated with a solution composed of 1 part of resin , . we . ' . ' �m soap and 8 or 10 parts of water mixed with an equal dividuals offered plans: phosphorescent pamt, whICh probably conSIsts chIefly b lk f 1 h t f al '  h' h h ld b England.-The Thames Iron Ship Building Com- of sulphide of calcium in a suitable vehicle, becomes u o . su p a e o . umma, w IC . S ou e as pure 
pany, London ; the Barrow Ship Building Company; luminous when exposed to light, and the light emitted a� pOSSIble. The �l xture thu� obtamed sh�uld have a 
Mr. Watt, of Birkenhead. acts powerfully on photographic sensitive plates; also �hghtly pulpy conSIstency. Fmally, there IS added to 

France.-A. H. Grandjean, Marine Engineer, St. that heat releases phosphorescent energy Solarized It 35 per cent of powdered asbestos and 5 to 8 per cent 
N azaire. phosphorescent tablets have been used as' a source of of white barytes. This pulp is treated with water in 
, New Zealand.-Capt. N. S. Clayton, Auckland. light for contact printing in the dark room; and nega- an ordinary paper machine and worked just like paper 

United States.-Lieut. W. I. Chambers, United States tives have been made by exposing the tablet in a ca- pulp. . 
'Navy; Chief COlll'ltructor T. D. Wilson, United States mera and then making a contact exposure on a photo- In order to manufacture from It a solid cardboard, 
Navy (Chief of Bureau of Construction); Constructor graphic sensitive plate in the dark room. Such a pho- proof against fi�e and �ater, and capable of serving as 
S, H. Pook, United States Navy; N. L. Tonns, New tograph I now show. It has a somewhat granular a roofing �atel'lal for bght structur�s, sheets of com
York City; F. L. Norton, Washington. appearance due to the coarseness of the particles of mon card oard, tarred or otherwIse prepared, are 

The plans va.ried in execution as well as design. sulphide of �alcium, and although the lines are partly covered with
, 
the pulp. The �pplication is made in a 

-Bome were mere suggestions, while some went into the sharp: they appear surrounded by a sort of halo. The paper machme, the pulp bemg allowed to flow over 
�ateBt detail and were accompanied by models. The editor of the British Jow'nat of .Photography, in a re- the cardboard. Among other uses, the asbestos paper 
-Thames Iron Ship Buildin� Company propose to give cent editorial advanced the theorv that this effect was has been recolIj"lIl�mded for the manufacture of cigar
the battle ship a speed of 18 knots with 10,000 horse due to a spr�ding of the phosphorescence, and that ettes.-L'Industne Moderne, 

tx>wer, and the cruiser 20 knots with 6,000 horse power. it would be impossible to obtain a sharp camera photo- • , • I • 

The Navy department plans contemplate a speed of 18 graph byt.he aid of the phosphorescent tablet. My belief THE Senate of Pennsylvania have passed a bill prQ
knots for the battle "hip with the same horse power. is that the phosphorescence does not spread, and that viding for the infliction of capital punishment by elec
The-plans from the department were specially ordered the effect is due merely to the fact that the luminosity tricity. If we are not mistaken, it was the SCIENTIF�C 

-by Secretary Whitney to provide for possible failure to of the phosphorescent coating extends to considerable AMERICAN that first advanced the idea of a{>plytng 
procure plans from outside sources. depth, and the light from the lower part of the layer electricity for executions, and it was not long after our 

The result of the competition as indicated by the plans acts diffusely, because it is radiated from a point at publication that two or more patents were issued for 
accepted will be watched for with much interest. It is ,some distance from the surface of the photographic chairs provided with wires for the purpose. 
J�Vident that the new ve88elswill be fast, a quality that sensitive plate. * See SOIENTlJl'lO AJIBBIOAN, April 9, 11!87, p, fI:ollI; and October 31,1885, 
lJiu now become absolutely nece88&rY m war velll!ela. To test this, I &Xposed a tablet m the Bunlight until p. 2'11. 
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